
Did You Know?
•  Aspiesaurus is a fictional dinosaur and was first described in 2020 by the author and illustrator  

Lucy Martin. The name ‘Aspiesaurus’ means ‘autistic lizard’.  
•  Aspiesaurs are the only known autistic dinosaurs, which makes them very special and unique.
•  Aspiesaurus may have been able to run at up to 32 miles per hour, so could outrun most predators.
•  Aspiesaurus took it in turns to look out for predators while the other Aspiesaurs ate, much like 

meerkats do today.

When Did Alice Live and how long could Alice live?
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Alice the Aspiesaurus 
could have lived for 
around 12 – 15 years.
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Let’s Learn About …

What Did  
Alice Eat?

Alice the Aspiesaurus was an 
herbivore who ate low-lying plants 
like ferns and horsetails, as well as 
conifers, cycads and ginkgos. She 
may also have eaten seeds.Alice the Aspiesaurus lived 

in the Late Jurassic period…
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Discover more about Alice the Aspiesaurus and her dinosaur friends ...
Read about Alice and all her dinosaur friends in this wonderful series of children’s books written and illustrated by Lucy Martin. 
Featuring stories relevant and helpful to all children – from the importance of friendship, and embracing our differences, to overcoming 
difficulties and gaining confidence – each book in this growing series features Lucy’s colourful illustrations, based on the latest 
palaeontological research, and is designed to help children better cope in the modern world, and develop and grow with confidence, 
understanding, and a positive attitude towards themselves and others. Visit the Hubble & Hattie website for more!
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How Big Was Alice?
As an adult, Alice the Aspiesaurus would have been 2 – 4 metres long and weighed 
70 – 90 kilograms (about the same as a jaguar!).

Who Did Alice 
Live With?

Alice the Aspiesaurus 
lived in a group with 
her family and other, 
unrelated Aspiesaurs. 

Where Did Alice Live?
Alice the Aspiesaurus lived in North America and Tanzania, 
which had distinct wet and dry seasons. She probably 
spent most of her time in the forest looking for food. 

Alice’s footprints


